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Abstract
The field of climate change vulnerability and risk has been steadily evolving, and a convergence
between climate change adaptation and disaster risk management is evident and growing
stronger. As Work Package 10 of Impact 2C project is focused on improving risk estimates for
future hazards to the agriculture, forestry, and ecosystem services sectors, we examine both the
evolution and current state of the art of the two fields, and describe the changes and synergies,
with a focus on iterative risk management and an increasing emphasis on incorporating
estimates of likelihood into adaptation studies. At the same time, vulnerability and its
component parts are in flux, and we discuss the current usage of adaptive capacity and the
incorporation of socio‐economic parameters. While assessing adaptive capacity has been
operationalized via the use of quantitative indicators, we find that there remains little in the
way of future projections of adaptive capacity, notably at large, regional levels. We propose to
use a framework such as the sustainable livelihoods analysis as a way to operationalize
projections of AC via indicators within the five capitals framework. We also provide an overview
of models in I2C that are relevant to our future work, as well as key datasets for projecting risk
and adaptive capacity.
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1. Introduction: objectives and point of departure
This report is in compliance with deliverable D10.1 “Review of research on climate vulnerability
and risk, available datasets and models”.
Work package 10 (“Vulnerability, risks and adaptive capacity: forestry, agriculture and
ecosystems”) of IMPACT2C assesses climate vulnerability and risk in the agriculture and forestry
sectors as well as for ecosystems services at the pan‐European level. It builds on the assessment
and costing of impacts in WP7 and examines vulnerability and risk for key climate related
hazards (drought and heat wave, floods, forest fire, windstorm) as modified by climate change.
In a similar, but different vein, work packages 8 and 9 assess impacts, costs and vulnerability,
risks and adaptive capacity in water, energy, tourism and infrastructure.
Work package 10 develops its approach and results through three major work elements and
tasks
1. Development of a methodological approach aiming at combining climate vulnerability and
risk.
2. Assessment and projection of adaptive capacity at different scales as a function of human,
physical, economic, social and human capital.
3. Assessing climate vulnerability and risk associated with a 2°C warming on forestry,
agriculture and ecosystems services for key hazards (drought and heat wave, flood, forest
fire, windstorm) on a pan‐European level.
This review lays the foundation for the three methodological tasks and synthesizes existing
research on climate vulnerability and risk and further on identifies available datasets and
models.
1.1.
Scope of the report
Adaptation to climate (as well as to global change) is moving to the forefront of science and
policy, yet implementation and policy guidance remains spurious. At the heart of the debate is a
dispute about climate‐driven vs. policy‐driven analysis. Climate‐driven analysis starts from an
analysis of the climate system leading in to assessments of biophysical and socioeconomic
impacts, vulnerability and risks associated with different scenarios of warming. Policy‐driven
analysis starts from scoping and screening decisionmakers’ and people’s needs and preferences
in order to take action on adaptation. Clearly, both approaches have their merits and
downsides, and defining the middle ground seems desirable.
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One entry point is risk and risk management. Risk in a narrow sense is the stochastic analysis of
impacts in terms of outcome as well as the convolution of hazard, exposure and vulnerability in
terms of drivers, combined with an estimate of likelihood. Risk analysis has a long tradition and
has been providing useful input to decision‐making for decades. Assessments of climate change
impacts and vulnerability have actually changed in focus from an initial analysis of the problem
to the assessment of potential impacts, and finally, to the consideration of specific risk
management methods (see Carter et al., 2007; Jones and Preston, 2011). This stronger focus on
risk‐based assessment of adaptation is particularly important for fat‐tailed (i.e., non‐normally
distributed) catastrophic impacts that are potentially very large, uncertain, unevenly
distributed, and may occur in a distant future. This relative recent risk focus picks up common
concepts used in climate science such as vulnerability and resilience (also recognized here as
adaptive capacity), yet understands those as inputs rather than outcomes, which would be
defined in terms of risk and related to likelihood and probability.
The denotations of risk and risk management are in motion; the traditional approaches to risk
management are increasingly being applied to adaptation problems, and there is an increasing
focus in both the DRM and adaptation communities, on the socio‐economic factors that
determine vulnerability and risk (Preston et al. 2011, Malone & Engle 2011, Cardona et al.
2012). The challenge of being able to project AC into the future, however, still remains (Patt et
al. 2005).
Another important issue related to the inclusion of adaptive capacity in vulnerability
assessments, is the way in which adaptive capacity is assessed. Understanding the factors and
processes that contribute to, or generate adaptive capacity, is a complex task, and to date the
various efforts that have been made, particularly when working at the national level, lack a
sound theoretical or conceptual framework, within which the selection and use of indicators to
represent adaptive capacity, can be made (Moss et al. 2002, Metzger et al. 2006).
The work we will carry out in this work package strives to improve on this situation by basing
the analysis on a framework of assets (such as used in the sustainable livelihoods approach) as a
theoretical framework, whereby, adaptive capacity is stated to be a function of the access to,
use of, and interaction between, five kinds of capitals: human, social, financial, physical, and
natural (Ellis 2000, Allison & Ellis 2001).
How vulnerability to climate change has been defined, used, and understood, has been subject
to much discussion and debate (Adger 2006, Füssel, 2007, 2009, Hinkel 2011). However, there
has recently been some convergence towards the more concrete definition used in the natural
hazards (disaster risk) literature (see IPCC 2012).
Vulnerability as defined by the disaster risk community is:
6

“…the propensity or predisposition to be adversely affected. Such predisposition
constitutes an internal characteristic of the affected element. In the field of disaster risk,
this includes the characteristics of a person or group and their situation that influences
their capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist, and recover from the adverse effects of
physical events” (Lavell et al. 2012)
It is important to add that vulnerability in this older tradition serves as an input to measuring
and managing risk, and thus has to be measured quantitatively jointly with the other
determinants of hazard and exposure.
Vulnerability in the IPCC definition that has dominated the climate change research community
is defined as:
“Vulnerability is the degree to which a system is susceptible to, and unable to cope with,
adverse effects of climate change, including climate variability and extremes.
Vulnerability is a function of the character, magnitude, and rate of climate change and
variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity.” (Carter
et al, 2007)

Vulnerability in this tradition has often been considered an endpoint of the analysis and
measured using indicators and indexes.
To highlight the overlap between the use and understanding of adaptive capacity in
vulnerability to climate change, and vulnerability in the disaster risk community, adaptive
capacity is defined below:
“The ability of a system to adjust to climate change (including climate variability and
extremes) to moderate potential damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to
cope with the consequences.” (Carter et al, 2007)
Accepting this basis allows a reframing of adaptation around risk, where the emphasis is no
longer on vulnerability as an outcome, but rather as an input, in determining risk. This
reframing thus provides a more policy relevant analysis, where risks, and risk reduction, can be
linked to policy interventions to enhance adaptive capacity.
We adopt this new framing around risk with adaptive capacity as a key component of
vulnerability and in turn risk. Further, we understand adaptive capacity as defined by a
multitude of assets (financial, economic, social, natural, human) as based on the sustainable
livelihoods framework.
7

The report is organized as follows. We begin by defining the motivation for an analysis of future
risk to key sectors in the EU, establishing definitions for commonly‐used and sometimes
contentious terms, and expanding upon those definitions by examining key work in the field of
vulnerability, adaptive capacity, and risk management methodologies, from both a disaster risk
management and climate change standpoint. We then highlight the current landscape as it
pertains to risk management for climate change adaptation, which will form the basis for our
analysis of key risks throughout the project. We present an overview of key models and datasets
relevant to our research, and then conclude with outlining next steps of our methodological
approach.
2. Climate change impacts and vulnerabilities in the European context

There have been many indications thus far that the sectors studied by WP 10 (agriculture,
forestry, and ecosystem services) are both important in terms of environmental and socio‐
economic services, as well as due to the expected future impacts (Alcamo et al, 2007). A global
study undertaken by Nelson et al (2009) indicates that forestry and agriculture losses due to
droughts and floods will increase in the future; numerous other studies assert that forest
ecosystems are very likely to be strongly influenced by climate and other global changes (Shaver
et al., 2000; Blennow and Sallnäs, 2002; Askeev et al., 2005; Kellomäki and Leinonen, 2005;
Maracchi et al., 2005). While there is some indication that some areas could slightly benefit, in
certain scenarios, (for example, possible increase in crop yields [EC, 2009a]) the evidence
overwhelmingly points to negative impacts.
With 45% of all land in Europe classified as forestland (FAO, 2010), this is a large geographical
area of the EU facing possible negative influences of climate change. Further, Europe’s forest
ecosystems provide numerous services, both environmental and socio‐economic, including
regulation of climate and water, protection of biodiversity, flood risk reduction, to providing
jobs and raw materials and including other classical non‐use values such as recreation and
improvement of quality of life. (EC 2008a, Linder et al, 2010) These sectors, and changes in land
use, could be important drivers for future changes (Britz et al., 2010). Optimistically, as noted in
Obersteiner et al., 2010 and Obersteiner 2009, positive policy changes in land management may
increase adaptive capacity and reduce emissions attributed to those sectors, however, negative
changes in land use and management, along with urbanization, industrialization, and other
unsustainable actions, results in fragmentation and loss of habitats and ecosystems (EC, 2010a).
More pessimistically, a study on the European heat waves and drought of 2003 found a
resulting 30% drop of gross primary productivity and a reversal of 4 years of ecosystem carbon
8

sequestration (Ciais et al, 2005), indicating a large potential for negative impacts in the future,
barring efforts to adapt.
Generally speaking, changes in water availability, the occurrence of flood and drought, are
consistently indicated as a major risk for forestry and agriculture; also applicable would be
changes in average temperatures, to a certain extent. For forestry, numerous impacts are
predicted: changes in vegetation and shifts in forest types (Casalegno et al., 2007) as well as
reduction of forest sizes, particularly in the south (Metzger et al., 2004), warmer and wetter
winters negatively impacting profits of logging and harvesting operations (Lindner et al., 2010),
wind damage resulting in economic impacts in the form of less recoverable timber and resultant
forestry planning problems (EC, 2008a), and increasing forest fire risk. Increasing drought, and
an increase and warm and dry conditions will have negative impacts on southern and central
Europe, resulting in increased fire risk and longer fire seasons (Camia et al., 2008) with fire
frequency and severity especially likely to increase in the Mediterranean (Santos et al., 2002;
Pausas, 2004, Moreno, 2005; Pereira et al., 2005; Moriondo et al., 2006). To a lesser extent, fire
risk is expected to increase for central, eastern and northern Europe as well ((Goldammer et al.,
2005; Kellomäki et al., 2005; Moriondo et al., 2006).
Increasing temperatures may lead to crop losses as well, with eventual estimated losses of 10%
of total crop yields by the 2080’s (Iglesias et al., 2009). Generally, the predicted increase of high
temperature and drought (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; Schär et al., 2004; Beniston et al., 2007) is
expected to increase the variability of crop yields (Jones et al., 2003), as well as reduce the
average, especially in the Mediterranean region, due to the timing of predicted increases in
extreme events coinciding with critical stages in crop development. (Trnka et al, 2004)

Figure 1: Results of the ADAM analysis of changing crop yields. Source: ADAM http://adam‐
digital‐compendium.pik‐potsdam.de/risk‐damage‐maps/crop‐risk‐maps/
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For other regions, increasing drought risk would be multiplied by increasing water withdrawals
(Lehner et al., 2006). Even in areas where there is little to no demand for irrigation, it is
estimated that due to the dual impacts of climate change and increased water use, more river
basins will be affected by severe water stress, resulting in heightened competition for water
(Alcamo et al., 2003; Schröter et al., 2005. A study by the ADAM project projecting changes in
crop yields with respect to two degrees warming (depicted in Figure 1 above) attempted to
model potential effects of adaptation measures, and demonstrates the role adaptation can plan
in reducing risk.
The bulk of assessments on climate change impacts and risks facing the highlighted sectors,
while extensive, sometimes fall short of meeting the requirements for assessing vulnerability as
mentioned in the previous section. As Linder et al (2010) asserts, there are very few studies that
assess the forestry sector vulnerability at a regional scale. There are a scattering of smaller,
more localized case studies, but a relative lack of large‐scale analysis. There are also global‐scale
assessments of agriculture or forestry sectoral vulnerabilities, but a lack of European‐region
specific work (Smith et al. 2010). Two notable exceptions are the results of the ADAM project,
described above, and the work of the ATEAM project, which assessed the vulnerability of
ecosystem goods and services to climate change (Schröter et al., 2005). While limited by the
climate scenarios available, results of course resolution, and a limited treatment of adaptive
capacity (Metzger et al 2008), it is still considered the state‐of‐the‐art in the field of regional
assessment of vulnerability. The ADAM research, which modelled adaptation, assumed an all or
nothing approach, where either an adaptation action was implemented fully, or not at all.
The research discussed above, while important and useful in their attempts to incorporate
socio‐economic parameters and to highlight adaptation and adaptive capacity, is seen as a basis
from which to progress. In the next sections, we present a background on vulnerability, and
start to define how the approach taken in this project will build upon notable works mentioned
above, and develop a methodological approach to address a lack of incorporation of socio‐
economic considerations and adaptive capacity.
3. Vulnerability, Adaptive Capacity, and Risk Management: The classical approach
and beyond
Risk and vulnerability are concepts with multiple and ambiguous meanings. As an analytical
term, vulnerability has been confusingly used in an array of disciplinary contexts, including
geography, risk and hazard, anthropology, engineering and ecology. We start with defining key
concepts and approaches, and discuss these concepts as they are utilized in both the disaster
risk management (DRM) field and climate change adaptation analyses. This section provides a
background for the emerging framing for risk management for adaptation as well as setting the
10

stage for our further analysis. Before beginning to discuss the fields of disaster risk
management, climate change adaptation ‐ and key concepts therein – we should define some
basic terms, especially as certain terms have been subject to sometimes‐contentious debate
(see Füssel and Klein 2006 for example). In order to maintain coherence with other terms used
in their respective fields, we adhere mainly to terms defined in widely accepted sources, such as
Carter et al, 2007, UNISDR 2009, as well as the most recently available publications, such as the
SREX 2012. We broadly define the following terms (Box 1), which are central to the objectives of
both the Work Package and this deliverable. In subsequent sections of the report, we expand on
these basic definitions by providing both background and an overview of the current state‐of‐
the‐art.

Box 1: Key definitions
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Risk ‐ the likelihood over a specified time period of severe alterations in the normal
functioning of a community or a society due to hazardous physical events interacting
with vulnerable social conditions. (IPCC, 2012)
Disaster risk management ‐ the processes for designing, implementing, and evaluating
strategies, policies, and measures to improve the understanding of disaster risk, foster
disaster risk reduction and transfer, and promote continuous improvement in disaster
preparedness, response, and recovery practices, with the explicit purpose of increasing
human security, well‐being, quality of life, and sustainable development. (IPCC, 2012)
Disaster risk reduction ‐ denotes both a policy goal or objective, and the strategic and
instrumental measures employed for anticipating future disaster risk, reducing existing
exposure, hazard, or vulnerability, and improving resilience. This includes lessening the
vulnerability of people, livelihoods, and assets and ensuring the appropriate sustainable
management of land, water, and other components of the environment. (IPCC, 2012)
Climate change adaptation ‐ adjustment in a system in response to actual or expected
climate stimuli or their effects, which may either moderate harm or exploit benefits.
(Carter et al, 2007)
Vulnerability – broadly, the degree to which a system is susceptible to, and unable to
cope with, adverse effects. This is taken as an internal characteristic of the system, and is
seen as a factor of the hazard, exposure, and adaptive capacity / resilience. (IPCC, 2012;
Carter et al, 2007)
Hazard – the potential occurrence of a natural or human‐caused physical event that may
cause loss of life, as well as loss or damage to all of the following: property,
infrastructure, livelihoods, and environmental resources. (IPCC, 2012)
Exposure – refers to the presence or location of people, livelihoods, environmental
services and resources, infrastructure, or economic, social, or cultural assets in places

•

•
•

that could be adversely affected by physical events and may be subject to future harm,
loss, or damage. (IPCC, 2012)
Coping ‐ the use of available skills, resources, and opportunities to address, manage, and
overcome adverse conditions with the aim of achieving basic functioning in the short to
medium terms. (IPCC, 2012)
Adaptive capacity – the ability of a system to adjust to climate change to moderate
damages, take advantage of opportunities, or cope with impacts. (Carter et al, 2007)
Resilience ‐ the ability of a system and its component parts to anticipate, absorb,
accommodate, or recover from the effects of a potentially hazardous event in a timely
and efficient manner, including through ensuring the preservation, restoration, or
improvement of its essential basic structures and functions (IPCC, 2012)

3.1.

What are vulnerability assessments and why do we do them?

Modelling studies e.g. Challinor et al. (2010), show the effect of adequate adaptation in
reducing vulnerability to climate change. However, to realize effective adaptation (reduce risk),
we need to understand what the drivers of adaptation are, and thus adaptive capacity. If we
understand the right conditions for adaptation, we may be able to implement policies targeted
at those factors or processes most likely to enable adaptation. It is important therefore that we
focus on those factors that we may have some influence over, such that vulnerability
assessments which have focused too much on the biophysical impacts offer very little in this
regard (Eriksen & Kelly 2007, Nelson et al. 2010a). Happily, there is now an increasing focus in
both the DRM and adaptation communities, on the socio‐economic factors that determine
vulnerability and risk (Preston et al. 2011, Malone & Engle 2011, Cardona et al. 2012).
Vulnerability assessment and adaptive capacity are both context specific and should be defined
in relation to a specific exo‐ or endogenous stress. This has not always been the case however.
Often a composite index has been developed which aims to summarize, typically, a country’s
overall vulnerability to climate change, using a range of climate variables to measure exposure,
and a bunch of socio‐economic indicators considered to relate to adaptive capacity e.g.
Diffenbaugh et al. 2007. These studies have however received strong criticism as to their
scientific credibility, and policy relevance (Hinkel 2011, Füssel 2009).
Typically, quantitative assessments of future vulnerability to climate change, simulate changes
in the biophysical factors with climate and impact models, while changes in adaptive capacity
(and socio‐economic indicators thereof), are not simulated, with the assumption being made
that current adaptive capacity (AC), may be used as a proxy for future AC. This is clearly an
unsatisfactory state of affairs, and current assessments of vulnerability, which rely on such an
12

approach, are incomplete. If we don’t know how a particular system may in the future be able
to respond to potential adverse effects, then we do not have a complete picture of future
vulnerability, and risk.
Leichenko & O’Brien (2002), argue that because the factors that shape vulnerability are in a
constant state of flux, dynamic vulnerability assessment research is needed, whereby the
changes in climate and socio‐economic indicators (which determine AC) are considered
together. To date there are very few studies which deliver on this request (Yohe et al. 2007,
Patt et al. 2010, Fraser et al. 2012). Being able to project adaptive capacity into the future is
however not straightforward (Patt et al. 2005), and the issues involved in doing so will be
discussed in section 4. First of all, however, it is important that we have some kind of
understanding of what adaptive capacity is, what determines it, and how we can measure it.
These issues are addressed in the next section.
3.2.

Vulnerability in disaster risk management

The standard approach for estimating natural disaster risk and potential impacts is to
understand natural disaster risk as a function of hazard, exposure and (physical) vulnerability
(.see e.g. UNISDR, 2005). Hazard analysis involves determining the type of hazards affecting a
certain area with specific intensity and recurrence. Assessing exposure involves analysing the
relevant elements (population, assets) exposed to relevant hazards in a given area. Vulnerability
is a multidimensional concept encompassing a large number of factors that can be grouped into
physical, economical, social and environmental factors as follows:
• Physical: related to the susceptibility to damage of engineering structures such as
houses, dams or roads. Also factors such as population growth may be subsumed under
this category.
• Social: defined by the ability to cope with impacts on the individual level as well as
referring to the existence and robustness of institutions to deal with and respond to
natural disaster.
• Economic: refers to the economic or financial capacity to refinance losses and recover
quickly to a previously planned economic activity path. This may relate to private
individuals as well as companies and the asset base and arrangements, or to
governments that often bear a large share of a country’s risk and losses.
• Environmental: a function of factors such as land and water use, biodiversity and
stability of ecosystems.
Resilience decreases vulnerability and is defined as the ability to return to pre‐disaster
conditions; appropriate organizational structures, know‐how of prevention, mitigation ands
response have a decisive influence on resilience. Combining hazard and vulnerability results in
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risk and potential effects to be expected. Risk management projects aim at reducing these
effects. Benefits of risk management are the reduction in risk estimated by comparing the
situation with and without risk management.
Natural disasters may cause a variety of effects, which are usually classified into social,
economic, and environmental impacts as well as according to whether they are triggered
directly by the event or occur over time as indirect or macroeconomic effects. Economic effects
due to natural disasters are usually grouped into three categories: direct, indirect, and
macroeconomic effects (Burby, 1991). These effects fall into stock and flow effects: In our
setting here direct losses only describe the physical impacts on infrastructure and public sector
assets. They are roughly equal to stock impacts. Resulting from these direct stock losses are
impacts on the flow of goods and services: Indirect losses occur as a consequence of physical
destruction on firms and households, e.g. business interruption and wages lost. The
macroeconomic impacts comprise the aggregate impacts on economic variables like gross
domestic product (GDP), consumption and inflation due to the effects of disasters, as well as
due to the reallocation of government resources to relief and reconstruction efforts. As the
macroeconomic effects reflect indirect effects as well as the relief and restoration effort, these
effects cannot simply be added up without causing duplication (Otero and Marti, 1995).

3.3.

Vulnerability and risk in CCIAV work

Vulnerability is commonly defined in the context of climate change (e.g. IPCC, 2001) as a
function of both potential impacts and society’s capacity to adapt to these impacts. Turner et al.
(2003) define vulnerability as the degree to which a system or subsystem is likely to experience
harm due to exposure to a hazard, either as a perturbation or stressor. Based on Turner et al.
(2003), a framework for characterizing vulnerability is shown in Figure 2. In this framework,
multiple hazards can be caused or aggravated by global‐change phenomena, where vulnerability
is a function of the exposure, sensitivity and resilience of the system in question. Risk,
alternatively, is a function of the hazard (likelihood and severity) and its potential consequences
(exposure, sensitivity), but usually stops short of considering the coping capacity and resilience
of the exposed system.

14

Figure 2. Vulnerability to global change. Based on Turner et al., 2003.

Risk and vulnerability are thus complementary concepts. By some accounts, risk research
focuses on the hazard and vulnerability research on the victims; however, these simple
characterizations do not capture the full distinctions in the framing and scope of risk and
vulnerability research. The single most important distinction of vulnerability research is its focus
on the coupled social/economic and ecological system, while in risk research it is on the hazard
and physical sensitivity. Unlike risk in its traditional usage, vulnerability must be understood in
the context of a human and environmental view of the world; efforts to reduce vulnerability will
fail if they do not enhance ecological life‐support systems (Clark et al., 2002). A second
distinguishing characteristic of vulnerability research is the inclusion of multiple stresses, some,
such as nutrient loading or infrastructure development, accumulating over time scales longer
than conventional frames used for risk management (For an overview of contrasts between
DRM and climate change vulnerability, see Table 1 below). Whereas risk research developed in
the often‐contentious context of introducing hazards into society (for example, toxic chemicals
or hazardous technologies), vulnerability research originated with concerns about the ability of
communities to deal with hazards or perturbations for which they have little control (for
example, climate change impacts or currency exchange rates). By focusing on the recipient,
vulnerability analysis is not limited to a single hazard or stressor, but encompasses multiple,
interacting perturbations, as well as the capacity of the system (at different nested scales) to
cope or respond. Unlike risk in its traditional usage, vulnerability to long‐term global
phenomena is thus fundamentally linked with sustainable development. Moreover, since
systems continually adapt to the stresses to which they are exposed, vulnerability must be
understood as being dynamic.
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Table 1. Characteristics of vulnerability assessments addressing natural hazards and climate
change. Adapted from Füssel, 2007.

Amongst others, one of the key concepts in vulnerability research is resilience, which refers to
the capacity of the system to absorb disturbances and reorganize while undergoing change so as
to retain essentially the same function, structure and identity (Walker et al., 2004). Ecosystem
resilience has been examined as it relates to productivity and population density (Carpenter and
Cottingham, 2002), functional redundancy within similar scales (Peterson et al., 1998; Sendzimir
et al., 2002), systemic structure (Sendzimir et al., 2005) and catastrophic shifts (Scheffer, et al.,
2001). Not so dissimilarly, IIASA has examined economic resilience to shocks as it relates to
macroeconomic stability, fiscal soundness and diversification and this line of research is further
discussed in this report (Mechler et al., 2006; Hochrainer, 2006).
To date, quantitative assessments of future vulnerability to climate change (adopting the IPCC
definition of vulnerability), have typically simulated changes in the biophysical factors with
climate and impact models, while changes in adaptive capacity (and socio‐economic indicators
thereof), are not simulated, with the assumption being made that current adaptive capacity
(AC), may be used as a proxy for future AC. Vulnerability assessment and adaptive capacity are
both context specific and should be defined in relation to a specific exo‐ or endogenous stress.
This is not always the case however. Often, a composite index is developed which aims to
summarize, typically, a country’s overall vulnerability to climate change, using a range of climate
variables to measure exposure, and a bunch of socio‐economic indicators considered to relate
to adaptive capacity e.g. Moss et al. 2002, Diffenbaugh et al. 2007. These studies have however
received strong criticism as to their scientific worth, and policy relevance (Eriksen & Kelly 2007,
Hinkel 2011, Füssel 2009). This criticism includes the focus on outcome vulnerability, whereby
16

the biophysical aspects of vulnerability are emphasised, at the expense of trying to uncover
those factors or processes, which cause or contribute to the vulnerability; and the use of current
adaptive capacity as a proxy for future AC and thus, vulnerability. This is clearly an
unsatisfactory state of affairs, and assessments of vulnerability, which rely on such an approach,
are incomplete. Firstly, if we don’t understand the factors or processes that contribute to
vulnerability then it is much more difficult to develop policy to intervene to enhance adaptive
capacity, thus creating the ‘policy relevance gap’ that Nelson et al. (2010a) bemoan. Secondly, if
we don’t know how a particular system may be able to respond to future potential adverse
effects, then we do not have a complete picture of future vulnerability, and risk.
3.4.

Convergence: towards risk

The connections between disaster risk management (consisting of disaster risk reduction, and
disaster management), and adaptation to climate change, are more obvious than they may at
first appear (Cardona et al. 2012). Adaptation to climate change implies actions taken to adjust
a particular system to current and future climatic stimuli, to moderate harm or exploit beneficial
opportunities, with perhaps a greater focus on the longer‐term changes. This action, taken in
anticipation of current and future climate risks is identical to the aim of disaster risk reduction
(defined in Box 1). In addition, because of the longer timescale focus in adaptation, projections
of changes in hazards, exposure and vulnerability, are required, and these projections, and thus
adaptation, are fraught with uncertainty. Such being so, the application of a risk governance
structure to the process of adaptation, offers an attractive framework within which to manage
the various risks posed by climate change, and such efforts are already underway (Carter et al.
2007, Willows & Connell 2003).
Moreover, in both the climate change vulnerability and the disaster risk management (DRM)
research communities, there has been an increasing acknowledgement of, and focus on, the
role of socio‐economic factors in determining vulnerability, and thus risk (Eriksen & Kelly 2007,
Nelson et al., 2010a,b). The propensity of an exposure element to be adversely affected is
determined by its capacity to cope with, or adapt to, a given physical event. An exposure
element’s coping or adaptive capacity is determined by its access to, and ability to make use of,
a diverse range of assets or resources, which are socio‐economic in origin. Coping or adaptive
capacity, is thus seen to be instrumental in generating vulnerability, and a focus on the
importance of socio‐economic factors in determining adaptive capacity, is the major link, and
unifying concept, between the DRM and adaptation research communities.
Vulnerability as a research‐organizing concept is thus more complex than risk, and this
complexity is both its strength and its weakness. Its strength lies in its integration across
multiple stresses, recipients (human and environmental) and temporal/spatial scales. Its
weakness lies in the difficulty of carrying out empirical case study research at this level of
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complexity, and vulnerability assessments have generally lacked the empirical rigor of risk
assessments. Indeed, few, if any, have met the ambitious aspirations of the vulnerability
community (Kelly and Adger, 2000; Smith et al., 1999). A second drawback is the mismatch
between the vulnerability concept and the policy process (Kasperson and Kasperson, 2001),
since few policy makers have a mandate broad enough to address issues at this scope (there are
no “vulnerability managers”). The challenge is thus to build on the rigor of (more narrowly
focused) risk assessments and contribute to the complex science, institutions and policy
processes necessary for effectively assessing and reducing vulnerability of coupled human‐
environmental systems.
The more concrete definition used in the natural hazard literature as epitomized in the IPCC
SREX report (2012), which has lately been adopted for the analysis of climate change, seems to
offer a solid common ground for assessing the risks imposed by extremes as well as any
measures to contain and manage them.

Figure 3: Conceptualizing climate risk and risk management. Source: IPCC, 2012.
Risk, vulnerability and resilience are important concepts for model‐based analysis of the
economic impacts of disasters. The meaning of the terms in this report is mostly limited through
our condition that the concepts must be able to be operationalized. Vulnerability and resilience
are considered inputs to the analysis, which is however defined in terms of risk, and outcomes
are represented accordingly in probabilistic terms. In the following we will focus on the current
state of the art in both the specifics of vulnerability, as well as risk analysis more broadly, and
emerging adaptation and risk methodologies, beginning with a discussion of probabilistic risk
estimates, and then the concept of iterative risk management.
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3.5.

Incorporating likelihood into estimates of future impacts

Likelihood or probability of extremes is another key input for estimating risk. The analysis of
weather extremes and adaptation to their impacts is complicated by the inherent aleatoric
(“chance”) uncertainty of these phenomena. Although specific climate‐related extremes are
unpredictable beyond a few days in the future, they are predictable in probabilistic terms, such
as the 100 year flood (an event with an average recurrence period of 100 years, or an annual
probability of 1%) with natural disaster risk as commonly defined as the probability of potential
impacts affecting people, assets or the environment.
The consideration of extreme weather event risk and adaptation within integrative climate
CCIAV modelling approaches is emerging, but there is room for improvement in terms of more
effectively applying modelling capacity and available data. Based on work by Nordhaus and
Boyer (2000), extreme event risks in adaptation studies and modelling have usually been
represented in a rather ad hoc and deterministic manner, using add‐on damage functions that
are based on averages of past impacts and contingent on gradual temperature increase. The
impact of climate change on socio‐economic drivers of emissions such as production,
consumption, and demographics, are sometimes taken into consideration. Such approaches
however, implicitly assume that climate impacts are marginal and do not strongly affect the
social system. Finally, there is often little explicit reference made in integrated assessment to
implementable adaptation practices (e.g. in Stern, 2006). The climate change community has
gradually been embracing a more risk‐based approach (see, for example, Jones, 2004; Carter et
al., 2007). Regional climate modelling and statistical downscaling methods, as well as climate
and socio‐economic downscaling techniques, are increasingly being applied, yet with remaining
deficiencies (Goodess et al., 2003).
There is a wealth of information available on hazards, less so on their probability occurrence in
terms of information on climate variability. Climate projections using multi‐model ensembles
show increases in globally averaged mean water vapour and precipitation over the 21st century.
Yet, precipitation scenarios show strong regional differences. In Europe, there is a marked
contrast between predicted future winter and summer precipitation change in Europe. Wetter
winters are predicted throughout the continent (in many places – less snow and much rain),
while in summer, a strong difference in precipitation change between northern Europe (getting
wetter) and southern Europe (getting drier) is projected. However, it has to be emphasized that
various climate models do not consistently project precipitation change, disagreeing even as to
the sign of change. This is in contrast to temperature projections where all the models agree as
far as the sign of change (warming) is concerned.
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Generally, the extremes in precipitation are likely to be impacted more than the means. Multi‐
model climate projections for the 21st century show increases in average annual precipitation
intensity defined as the annual total precipitation divided by the number of wet days, which
increases in most areas. The behaviour of precipitation extremes is projected to be notably
different from the mean precipitation over much of Europe. The highest quartiles of daily
precipitation amounts and annual maximum daily precipitation are anticipated to increase over
many areas, also some of such areas where the mean precipitation is projected to decrease
(Kundzewicz et al., 2006). Climate models are not good at reproducing local climate extremes
yet, due to, inter alia, inadequate (coarse) resolution. Hence, projections of extreme events for
future climate are highly uncertain. Figure 4 illustrates well the shift from assessment of climate
vulnerability to climate risk, and where the climate change adaptation community is gravitating
towards. This stronger focus on risk‐based assessment of adaptation is particularly important
for fat‐tailed (i.e., non‐normally distributed) catastrophic impacts that are potentially very large,
uncertain, unevenly distributed, and may occur in a distant future.

Figure 4. Merging assessments of climate vulnerability with climate risk. Source: Preston and
Stafford‐Smith, 2009.
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3.6.

Iterative Risk Management

The concept of analysing climate change impacts by linking together independent parts into an
integrated risk assessment is not a recent development; Shlyakhter et al (1995) discuss the
possibility of utilizing integrated risk assessments to analyse global climate change. Emphasis on
probabilistic risk estimates is also relatively well discussed. Pittcock et al (2001), in a letter to
Nature, emphasize a greater use of probability in climate change decision‐making and Jones
(2001) defines a 7 step probabilistic risk management framework for climate change impacts.
While implementation of a risk‐based process that emerges does not directly improve estimates
of impacts, vulnerability, adaptive capacity, or the related uncertainties, but Shlyakhter et al
(1995) argue that clearly defining a process is a necessary step that improves quality of the
overall assessments. They also acknowledge that such a process may not perfectly describe or
predict a system, but the act of following the framework supplies benefits on its own, such as
ensuring that no important processes are left out of the analysis.
Over the last 30 years or so, vulnerability, risk, adaptation and risk management have been
linked to research dealing with anthropogenic climate change. Jones and Preston (2011), discuss
5 generations, which reflect a changing understanding of both climate change impacts, the need
for adaptation, and advancement of involved methods. Originally, adaptation was addressed
via a climate‐scenario‐driven approach documented in Carter (1994), and evolved via a deeper
understanding and numerous critiques. Table 2 presents an overview of the evolution of risk
assessments as Jones and Preston (2011), suggest they apply to climate change and adaptation.
While the traditional approaches to risk management are increasingly applied to adaptation
problems, there still exists a lack of implementation and monitoring, which has recently been
addressed by the concept of iterative risk management, described most recently in Jones and
Preston (2011) and put into action by guidance documents such as the UK Climate Impacts
Programme (Willows & Connell 2003) and the European Commission’s Climate Adapt platform,
among others. An iterative risk management approach, described in Figure 5 combines an initial
step of risk identification with subsequent analysis (What are the risks of climate change?),
evaluation (How could we adapt to change?), management (What are the most effective
adaptation options?), and implementation of projects. Jones and Preston assert the need to
subsequently investigate the results of that implementation in a monitoring step, creating a
cyclical process, with the final evaluation of adaptation measures resulting in a new step of risk
identification, which then restarts the risk assessment cycle.
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Table 2.Generations of risk assessments as they apply to climate change, particularly
adaptation. Source: Jones and Preston, 2011.

Figure 5: An example of the cyclical basis of an iterative risk management approach (modified
based on IPCC, 2012 and Jones and Preston, 2011)
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While the terms may be delineated in the above graphic and descriptions, there are as
mentioned large areas of overlap, and the cycle can be seen as more gradual or fluid, unlike the
relative rigidity of the iterative risk management cycle.

3.6.1. Fusion of topdown and bottom up approaches

An important facet of new risk management methodologies is the emphasis on combining the
qualities of both top down and bottom up approaches. Initially, adaptation was examined from
a top‐down perspective; as climate change was seen to be a global issue, the focus was from a
global level, using global climate models to estimate impacts on a system, which Burton et al
(2002) assert results in an inadequate assessment of current risk and current and future
vulnerability and adaptive capacity at smaller spatial scales, as higher level analyses of impacts
are unable to properly incorporate complex properties of different human‐environment
systems. The use of scenarios and downscaling are seen as inadequate, as they usually result in
simplified versions of local climate without taking into account factors, which could substantially
affect the localized impacts. van Aalst et al (2008) highlight the example of crop yields, which
are sensitive to a number of microclimatic effects, such as temperature variability, seasonality,
rainfall distribution, and others.
Burton and van Aalst also assert that the use of a classical top‐down approach is flawed due to
the focus on future climate, assuming that impacts will be “reduced by the process of
adaptation under unknown future socio‐economic circumstances” (van Aalst, 2008). Adaptive
capacity is simplified to being a function of available technology and knowledge, which is seen
as an inadequate oversimplification, leading to the search for a more adequate method to
represent local adaptive capacity.
Many indicators of social vulnerability and adaptive capacity are functions of social, cultural, and
institutional characteristics, at small, localized levels, which can be lost in the large‐scale
analysis of a top‐down methodology. Bottom‐up analysis is much better equipped to
characterize the nuanced details of this interaction at such small resolutions, through improved
understanding of the local human‐environment interactions (Jones and Preston 2011). After
these concepts are understood, top‐down analyses and downscaling can be introduced to
improve estimates of the risks faced.
This emphasis on a combination of top‐down and bottom‐up methods brings about the first
stages of an exemplary cyclical or iterative risk management process; identifying possible risks,
estimating impacts, and evaluating risks based on local vulnerability and adaptive capacity.
Following these initial steps, the next goal is to determine which adaption options are the most
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effective, through identification and appraisal of options. After implementing chosen options
begins the phase of re‐assessing and monitoring risks based on the adaption steps taken.
3.6.2. Adaptation and learning

As estimates of climate change impacts have evolved from 30+ years ago until today, the focus
of estimates have obviously enough changed as well, as initial methods are improved and
accepted, and arriving to the currently proposed framework. A large portion of this
methodology, which was recently emphasized in the Special Report on Extremes (SREX), is the
growing need and use of learning oriented methods. While a comprehensive overview of the
influence and relation of learning oriented methods to adaptation is beyond the scope of this
research, the growing emphasis on learning necessitates its inclusion here in summary as well as
in the overarching approach to future adaptation analysis.
Figure 6 presents a synthesis of the myriad literature developed in relation to adaptation
learning, and illustrates the different approaches proposed, as well as the complexity which
surrounds the idea of learning and adapting over time while also coping with extreme stresses
and functioning normally as a system.
The differing types of learning are not prioritized, and each type has its own strengths and
weaknesses. Single loop learning is efficient and focused, but leaves out the larger perspective.
Triple loop learning, on the other hand, incorporates climate risk into a larger worldview, and
can lead to larger transformations in a system (Pelling, 2010), but is difficult due to the sheer
scale of such an undertaking, and the associated difficulties such as improving collaboration
between stakeholders, and defining a single idea of what the goals of the system should be.
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Figure 6. Learning loop framework, source: IPCC 2012

4. Adaptive Capacity

The central role that adaptive capacity plays in generating vulnerability, and linking the DRM
and adaptation communities, was described in section 3.4. The recent focus in both these
communities on trying to understand the drivers of vulnerability as being primarily driven or
determined by socio‐economic factors should ensure a more policy relevant analysis, and thus
information which can be used to direct policies at enhancing adaptive capacity.
This section provides a brief review of the various methods which may be used to assess and
understand adaptive capacity, before looking in more detail at the use of quantitative indicators
of adaptive capacity in vulnerability assessments, which is the method we will adopt in this work
package. This is then followed by a discussion around the issue of projecting adaptive capacity
into the future, which is a key consideration in developing dynamic vulnerability assessments.
We finish with a description of the sustainable livelihoods theory, which we will use to
operationalize adaptive capacity in this work package.
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4.1.1. Understanding and assessing adaptive capacity

Adaptive capacity exerts a strong control over how susceptible to harm a given exposure unit is.
If we are interested in being able to intervene to reduce harm, we need to understand how we
can enhance adaptive capacity, and thus we require a solid understanding of what the main
drivers or determinants of adaptive capacity are. The main challenge in being able to assess
adaptive capacity is being able to reveal it, as it is a latent property of a system, only emerging
once a system is subject to external stress or shock (Engle 2011). This challenge is made all the
more difficult by the fact that the specific factors that determine adaptive capacity are scale,
place, and system specific, such that it is difficult to generalise a set of key factors which, if
universally improved, would universally enhance adaptive capacity (Tol & Yohe 2007, Vincent
2007).
There are various methods which may be used to uncover this latency, all of which essentially
entail learning from the past. These methods range from using case studies and temporal
analogues (Bussey et al. 2010, Keskitalo et al. 2011, Ford et al. 2011), focus groups and semi‐
structured interviews (Ivey et al. 2004, Hahn et al. 2009, Engle & Lemos 2010), to quantitative
indicator based approaches (Yohe & Tol 2002, Fraser et al. 2012).
Research on understanding the drivers of adaptive capacity has, to date, received relatively little
attention in the climate change adaptation community (Smit et al. 2001, Engle 2011). A
considerable body of work is however available in the hazards, and sustainable development
literature, from which the adaptation community has benefited. For example, Smit et al. (2001)
synthesised a large amount of this work in developing their eight determinants of adaptive
capacity conceptual framework. While the entitlements theory of Sen (1981), has had a big
influence in understanding adaptive capacity (e.g. Simelton et al. 2009), and the sustainable
livelihoods theory of Ellis (2000), has also been recently adopted in the climate change
adaptation community (e.g. Nelson et al. 2007, 2010b). Overall, research has shown that a
given system or community’s adaptive capacity is largely driven by its access to, ability to make
use of, and the interplay between, a range of different socio‐economic factors. The frameworks
and theories mentioned above organise these socio‐economic drivers in different ways, but
they include factors relating to economic wealth, education, governance, physical infrastructure
and technology, cultural issues, equity, and natural resources.
Quantitative vulnerability assessments have more often than not employed the indicator based
approach to assess AC, and this is particularly true when the analysis is conducted at the
national level. Indeed, this approach is often only possible at the national level owing to lack of
suitable data at the sub‐national and local scales. Because our work in IMPACT2C is focused on
the European national and sub‐national level, we concentrate our review of assessment of
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adaptive capacity below, on the indicator based approach, as it is not realistic to conduct case
studies, or temporal analogue analyses, at this spatial scale. It should be pointed out however,
that a combination of methods should, whenever possible, be adopted as an attempt at cross
validating one’s findings, thus helping to determine their robustness (e.g. Brooks et al. 2005,
Pandey et al. 2011, Engle 2011).
4.1.2. Operationalizing Adaptive Capacity with Quantitative Indicators
Developing quantitative indicators of adaptive capacity can be viewed as a three step process.
The first step being the deductive basis upon which one understands the drivers of adaptive
capacity to be generated. This means whether we employ a theory, a conceptual framework,
expert judgement or reference to the literature, to organise and guide our selection of proxy
indicator variables of these drivers. The second step is then the issue of operationalizing these
drivers by selecting a range of appropriate proxy indicator variables, and the issues involved in
this step are discussed below. The third step is then the way in which the proxy indicators are
aggregated into an overall index of adaptive capacity, and is not discussed here, other than to
say that the main issue revolves around the relative importance of the different factors in
driving AC (Vincent 2007, Nelson et al. 2010b, Pandey et al. 2011).
Two main approaches can be identified for selecting proxy indicator variables: a deductive, and
an inductive, approach (Adger & Vincent 2005, Hinkel 2011). The deductive approach
implements a conceptual framework, theory, or expert judgement, and uses this understanding
to deduce which indicators are likely to be related to a given driver of adaptive capacity. The
inductive approach on the other hand, selects indicators based on a derived statistical
correlation between indicators of AC and an observed indicator of harm. To avoid confusion
here, it is important to state that the inductive approach to indicator selection, almost always
uses a deductive basis to understand and organise the drivers of AC (step 1 in the process), from
which the compilation of ‘candidate’ indicators can proceed (e.g. Brooks et al. 2005).
Both these approaches to proxy indicator selection are subject to limitations. For the deductive
approach, these include whether the indicators selected actually represent the driver faithfully,
and whether the deduced relationship actually works in the intended direction i.e. is an increase
in one indicator actually associated with an increase or decrease in adaptive capacity. For the
inductive approach, limitations include firstly, that suitable indicator data sets must exist, and
this often limits this approach to the national level, and secondly, that a suitable ‘harm’ data set
is also available, against which statistical relationships between the indicators and ‘harm’ can be
sought.
It is also important to state that in practice, the selection of particular proxy indicators whether
on the basis of deduction or induction, will, to a greater or lesser extent, be constrained by data
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availability (Hinkel 2011). A separate issue, which affects both approaches, is the presence of
multicollinearity in the indicators, although there are methods available to circumvent this
problem.
Quantitative Indicators of Adaptive Capacity: A Review
There is now a relatively large literature describing various climate change vulnerability
assessments, most of which adopt the IPCC framing of vulnerability, as being a function of
exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity. The focus of our review here is on the main
methodological characteristics of the how adaptive capacity has been operationalized.
Specifically, the deductive basis on which the drivers of adaptive capacity are thought to derive,
the way in which proxy indicators for these drivers have been selected, and, where the study
investigates future vulnerability, whether or not adaptive capacity has been projected forward.
Table 3 summarises these methodological characteristics.
An analysis of Table 3 highlights two key methodological issues which we will address in this
work package. The first issue is that there are very few studies that have employed a sound
theory upon which to base their analysis of adaptive capacity. To date there are only five studies
that could be said to adopt a sound theory for understanding adaptive capacity and how it is
shaped. These studies are those of Nelson et al. (2005, 2007, 2010b), Gbetibouo & Ringler
(2009), and Antwi‐Agyei et al. (2012), and they all employ the sustainable livelihoods theory of
Ellis (2000). The work of Gbetibouo & Ringler (2009), and Antwi‐Agyei et al. (2012), highlight
difficulties with operationalizing this approach due to a lack of data, and we will come back to
this issue and it’s relevance to our work, in section xx, which discusses some of the methods,
models and data sets. The sustainable livelihoods theory is described in more detail in section
4.1.3.
The second issue is that, of the nine studies which analyse future vulnerability, only five of them
project AC forward, and one of those five, Moss et al. (2002), in developing their vulnerability‐
resilience indicator prototype (VRIP) model, project AC forward simply by using an integrated
assessment model to project the indicators that constitute their model of AC forward. This
model of AC has very little in terms of any statistical or theoretical basis for the drivers and
proxy indicators of AC.
Of the other four studies, the projection of AC is carried out on the basis of an expert judgement
of the drivers of AC, and as such they all lack a coherent theory of the drivers of AC. Metzger et
al. (2006), in assessing the vulnerability of a number of ecosystem services in Europe, employ
largely the same approach as Moss et al. (2002), although they use different indicators and
project these forward using regression models. Yohe et al. (2007), in investigating vulnerability
to infant mortality as a result of infectious diseases in sub‐Saharan Africa, first develop a
statistical analysis which results in the identification of three statistically significant indicators of
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adaptive capacity, these being per capita income, literacy, and absolute poverty. They then
project these three indicators forward using projections of per capita income obtained from the
SRES scenarios, while literacy, and absolute poverty were projected based on their correlation
with per capita income. Patt et al. (2010), investigating the urgency with which least developed
countries’ require adaptation financial support, first develop an adaptive capacity model based
on relationships between observed disasters, and the Human Development Index (HDI), female
fertility, and the proportion of urban population in a given country. This model is then used to
project AC forward, simply by plugging in the projections of changes in the driving variables.
This model is shown to explain just over half the variance in numbers killed or affected by
disasters. Fraser et al. (2012), investigating the vulnerability of three different crops to
reductions in yield as a result of climate change, develop a model of AC, based on the statistical
relationship between an adaptive capacity index and seven national level indicators of AC,
selected based on expert knowledge. They then apply this model to project AC forward by using
readily available projections of the indicators. Their results are rather mixed but do show some
promise in explaining adaptive capacity. The advantage of the statistical approach taken by
Yohe et al. (2007), Patt et al. (2010), and Fraser et al. (2012), is that at least some idea of the
statistical power of the AC models is obtained.
The central issue in all these approaches however, is that the basic explanatory power of the AC
models developed needs to be improved. Clearly, this means we need to be able to better
uncover adaptive capacity and identify the indicators that drive it. The sustainable livelihoods
analysis approach represents a potentially powerful way of structuring this effort, however, the
crucial issue will still be selecting appropriate proxy indicators. These and related issues will be
explored in the methods section. Another inherent limitation in this approach of developing
statistical models to project AC forward is that it essentially assumes that the functional form of
the statistical relationship between past harm and adaptive capacity indicators will remain the
same in the future, which may not be the case in reality.
These two issues will be addressed in our work by using the sustainable livelihoods theory to
analyse AC, and using this as a basis for projecting AC forward, thus delivering on the
requirement for dynamic vulnerability assessments.
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Table 3: Summary of key methodological characteristics of vulnerability assessments using
quantitative indicators to operationalize adaptive capacity.
Study

Temporal and spatial
scale. Is AC projected
forward?

Deductive basis of
AC: conceptual
framework, theory,
or expert judgement

Indicator variable
selection method:
deductive, inductive,
or data availability

Moss et al. (2002)

Current and future
vulnerability

No basis for
understanding the
drivers of AC

Data availability

Global scale at the
national level
AC is projected
forward
Yohe & Tol (2002)

Current vulnerability

IPCC TAR conceptual
framework

Inductive

Brooks et al. (2005)

Current vulnerability
Global scale at the
national level

Expert judgement

Inductive

Nelson et al. (2005),
(2007)

Current vulnerability
of Australian
broadacre agriculture

Sustainable
livelihoods theory

Deductive

Nelson et al. (2010b)

Current and future
vulnerability of
Australian broadacre
agriculture

Sustainable
livelihoods theory

Deductive

AC is not projected
forward, uses current
AC as a proxy for
future AC
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Study

Temporal and spatial
scale. Is AC projected
forward?

Deductive basis of
AC: conceptual
framework, theory,
or expert judgement

Indicator variable
selection method:
deductive, inductive,
or data availability

Metzger et al. (2006)

Current and future
vulnerability

Expert judgement

Deductive

Expert judgement

Inductive

Expert judgement

Deductive

Expert judgement

Inductive

Expert judgement

Deductive

National and sub‐
national level
AC is projected
forward

Tol et al. (2007)

Current and future
vulnerability
National level in sub‐
Saharan Africa
AC is projected
forward

Vincent (2007)

Current vulnerability
National and sub‐
national level

Sharma &
Patwardhan (2008)

Current vulnerability

Allison et al. (2009)

Future vulnerability

District level in India

Global scale, National
level
AC not projected,
used current AC as a
proxy for future AC
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Study

Temporal and spatial
scale. Is AC projected
forward?

Deductive basis of
AC: conceptual
framework, theory,
or expert judgement

Indicator variable
selection method:
deductive, inductive,
or data availability

Gbetibouo & Ringler

Future vulnerability,
but AC is determined
based on observed
data and used as a
proxy for future AC

Sustainable
livelihoods theory

Deductive

Current vulnerability

Expert judgement

Inductive

Expert judgement

Deductive

Expert judgement

Inductive

Expert judgement

Deductive

Expert judgement

Deductive

(2009)

Simelton et al. (2009)

Province level in
China

Simelton et al. (2012)

Current vulnerability
Global scale at the
national level

Patt et al. (2010)

Future vulnerability
National level
AC is projected
forward

Pandey et al. (2011)

Current vulnerability
National and sub‐
national level

Ericksen et al. (2011)

Future vulnerability
National level
AC not projected,
used current AC as a
proxy for future AC
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Study

Temporal and spatial
scale. Is AC projected
forward?

Deductive basis of
AC: conceptual
framework, theory,
or expert judgement

Indicator variable
selection method:
deductive, inductive,
or data availability

Antwi‐Agyei et al.
(2012)

Current vulnerability

Sustainable
livelihoods theory

Data availability

Expert judgement

Inductive

Fraser et al. (2012)

National and sub‐
national level

Current and future
vulnerability.
Global scale at the
national level.
AC is projected
forward

4.1.3. Projecting adaptive capacity in the context of risk and as a function of
assets/capital via the sustainable livelihoods approach

As discussed, there is a relatively large literature throughout on measuring adaptive capacity. As
a key gap, it emerges that AC is often operationalized in the absence of an overarching
theoretical framework, and the reality of having access to suitable data from which to select
indicators, if often a key consideration.
There are two implications of this gap:
1. The scientific soundness is at stake.
2. It remains difficult to project AC forward, if indicator selection is based
on available data.
One consistent theory and approach to bridge this gap and address the above implications is the
sustainable livelihoods model.
The sustainable livelihoods analysis developed by Ellis (2000) views livelihood strategies as
comprised of activities that are continuously invented, adapted, and adopted in response to
changing access to five broadly defined types of capital or assets:
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1. Human capital: the education, skills, and health of household members;
2. Social capital: reciprocal claims on others by virtue of social relationships and networks,
the close social bonds that aid cooperative action and the social bridging, and linking via
which ideas and resources are accessed;
3. Natural capital: the natural resource base e.g. productivity of land, and actions to sustain
productivity, as well as the water and biological resources from which livelihoods are
derived;
4. Physical capital: capital items produced by economic activity from other types of capital
that can include infrastructure, equipment, and improvements in genetic resources e.g.
crops, livestock;
5. Financial capital: the level, variability, and diversity of income sources, and access to
other financial resources (credit, savings, cattle) that together contribute to wealth.

This conceptual framework recognizes that the different forms of capital to which people have
access, and the use to which these capital assets may be put, are mediated through social
factors, and exogenous shocks and trends (Figure 7). The rural livelihoods approach sees
adaptive capacity as a function of the balance between the five capitals, and is useful for
capturing the transformative nature of the capitals.
The sustainable livelihoods approach (SL) focuses on household dynamics and social networks,
in particular those of rural people as well as the latter’s access to and use of resources (de
Sherbinin et al 2008; Aggarwal 2006, Carney 1998). Basically, this approach argues that there is
a need to understand and act upon the asset and access limitations of disadvantaged
populations, the risks they are confronted with, and the institutional environment that either
facilitates or blocks them in their own endeavours to build pathways out of poverty and
economic hardship in general. The SL framework places people, particularly rural poor, at the
centre of a web of interrelated influences that affect how these people create a livelihood for
themselves and their households. Closest to the people are the resources and livelihood assets
they have access to and use. These include natural resources, technologies, skills, knowledge
and capabilities, education, networks of social support etc. Asset or capacity building models
focus attention on developing the underlying resources and capacities needed to escape
poverty on a sustainable basis. They depict the critical mass of assets needed to cope with
stresses and shocks, and to maintain and enhance capabilities now and in the future. They
recognize that everyone has assets on which to build and support individuals and families to
acquire assets needed for long‐term well‐being. They may focus on a more limited (e.g.,
specifically economic) or a wider set of assets (e.g., personal, cultural, social, political).
The Sustainable Livelihoods framework was adapted from a model developed by the UK’s
Department for International Development, and adjusted for use in Canada. It is a holistic,
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asset‐based framework for understanding poverty and the work of poverty reduction. It is an
attractive model because it provides a simple but well‐developed way of thinking about a
complex issue. It is also attractive because it can be applied at various levels of detail – as a
broad conceptual framework or as a practical tool for designing programs and evaluation
strategies. This framework (Figure 7) considers the five types of assets (human, social, natural,
financial, physical) leading to an understanding of livelihood outcomes and risk. There has,
however, been very little operational work to date.

Figure 7: A graphical representation of the sustainable livelihoods approach. Source: Allison
& Ellis, 2001.

5. Conclusions and a proposed methodology for risk and adaptive capacity in Impact
2C

While a review of risk in climate change adaptation shows a field currently in transition,
incorporating key concepts from other areas of research such as disaster risk management, and
focusing increasingly on the socio‐economic effects of future change, as well as a growing focus
on adaptive capacity as resilience to those changes, there remains much work to be done. As
our review reveals, there remains a lack of models and methodologies to adequately assess
adaptive capacity, most importantly in terms of projecting capacity into the future, which will
remain a key determinant of future work within the work package. The few studies available
pertaining to future adaptive capacity have been highlighted above, and their limitations and
key gaps highlight the need to develop a consistent framework for analysis. The five capitals
approach of sustainable livelihoods analysis presents one avenue for basing future AC studies
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on a concrete framework, which we will take forward and use as a starting point for our analysis
of key hazards to the forestry, agriculture, and ecosystems services sectors. As part of our
review of the literature on risk and adaptive capacity, we assessed key models and datasets
applicable to our proposed methodology. Figure 8 below illustrates our potential use of the
livelihoods approach and connects the methodology to available inputs in a capitals framing.

Figure 8: A proposed framework for WP10 analysis of risk and adaptive capacity,
incorporating the sustainable livelihoods framework. Adapted from Preston and Smith, 2009.

Table 4 below provides an overview of key attributes and characteristics of a number of data
sets which offer potential in terms of analyzing adaptive capacity within the sustainable
livelihoods framework. The data sets and approach that we will likely take will be outlined in
milestone MS21, where we will discuss in more detail how we may be able to operationalize a
sustainable livelihoods framework, at the European national and sub‐national level.
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Table 4: Summary of data sets which will be explored for their use in the assessment of
adaptive capacity
Dataset

Data attributes

Capital

World Bank
World
Developme
nt
Indicators

Development indicator data,
national level, worldwide coverage.
Example data includes numerous
indicators of economic status (GDP,
budget, etc.), agriculture (land type
%, food production, etc.), climate
change, education, health,
infrastructure, etc.

Human,
social,
and
financial
capitals

Historical to Free
present, no
future
projections

UNISDR
Capital
estimates

National‐level estimates of current
built capital, natural capital
(attempts to measure ecosystem
services)

Physical
capital,
natural
capital,

Present

Expected
date of
publicatio
n: 2013

UN
Population
estimates

Projected change in population,
worldwide, at regional and national
scales. Includes estimates of growth
or decline rates, and age
distribution

Human,
social
capitals

Present to
2100

Free

AR5
Vulnerabilit
y scenarios

Scenarios of demographic,
economic, policy, cultural, and
institutional characteristics required
for evaluating vulnerability and
assessing how future patterns of
economic growth and social change
affect vulnerability and the capacity
to adapt. (IPCC 2012)

Social,
financial,
physical
capitals

Projected to Expected
2050 and
to be
2100
available
before
end of
project

EURO‐STAT
statistics
and
projections

Collection of EU data on a wide
range of data, including land
cover/use, economy and finance
data, population and social
conditions, and focused sectoral
data (Agriculture and forestry).
Limited projections of indicators

Social,
physical,
natural,
human,
financial
capitals

Present,
limited
projections
to 2020
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Time period

Availability

Free

such as employment, poverty, and
education, to the year 2020
FAOSTAT

Observed crop yield estimates for a
range of crops, at the national level,
and many more potentially useful
variables

Natural
capital

1961‐2010

Free

Internation
al Futures

A range of indicators relating to
economic development,
environmental sustainability,
governance

Human,
social,
financial

2000‐2100

Free

Chiefly, we will be working at the national level, but where possible, we will also look to
implement our methodology, at the sub‐national level. Operating at the sub‐national level,
brings a raft of different challenges, and it may well be that we end up pursuing a few selected
countries for this analysis. This will be made clear in milestone MS21, but some initial suitable
data sets will be explored on a country by country basis, examples of these are given in table 5
below.

Table 5. Summary of some data sets and sources that may be suitable for operationalizing
adaptive capacity at the sub‐national level.
Data set

Data attributes

Capital

Time period

Availability

UK Agricultural
census UK Data
Archive
(Economic and
social data
service)

A range of data
sets on crop
production, land
use

Natural capital

1975 to present

Subscription may
be required

UK National
statistics/Defra

A range of data
relating to
cropped areas,
production,

Natural capital,
human, financial

1900‐2010 (but
varies by data
set)

Free
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workforce
German
Agricultural
Census
(DESTATIS)

Mostly relating
to yield, and
harvested areas

Natural capital

1949 to present

Free

Listed below are overviews for key models utilised in Impact 2C for the generation of impacts to
the agriculture, forestry, and ecosystem services sectors.
EPIC – The Environmental Policy Integrated Climate model integrates a large number of
biophysical processes and assists with the impacts assessment in WP 10; used to compare land
management systems and their effects on crop yields, water nitrogen, phosphorus, and
greenhouse gas emissions. Key outputs include: crop yields, hydrology (runoff), sediment, and
transport.
Globiom – A partial equilibrium model focused on agriculture, forestry, and bio‐energy sectors
to supply policy advice on land use and management will inform the impact costing in work
package 7. Key outputs include: supply and demand quantities, equilibrium prices, trade
between regions, land use and land cover change, water consumption, and greenhouse gas
emissions and sinks
Catsim – The Catsim model provides a framework for WP 10 analysis. CATSIM estimates
economic and financial vulnerability to hazards, and estimates long‐term macroeconomic
estimates of indirect effects of disasters, and the effects of resilience / adaptive capacity‐
building measure on GDP and vulnerability, at a national scale. Key outputs include: estimate of
national‐level vulnerability and projection of GDP after indirect effects of disasters, as well as
possible trade‐offs between risk reduction / capacity enhancing mechanisms (stability), and
growth.
LPJ‐ml – This model simulates composition of vegetation, as well as distribution, combined with
land and atmosphere stocks and flows of carbon and water, given spatially explicit monthly
input data. Output data of importance to the project includes spatially explicit timeslice
estimates of plant growth, fire disturbances, runoff, and vegetation structure. It has the benefit
of being the only global vegetation model which has fully incorporated dynamic land use.
The next steps for WP10 focus on setting up a concrete framework for future analysis, based on
the above framing. We will further develop and lay out our methodological approach for the
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next stages of assessment, and focus on deriving key indicators for each of the capitals. We will
work with the other work packages to develop the ideas contained here on vulnerability and
risk as based on the convergence of the disaster risk and climate change adaptation fields, and
the recent convergence of the two. Beyond that, our main challenge remains to sufficiently and
accurately project our chosen indicators of adaptive capacity into the future at a European
scale. This will be the focus of an internal project report to be produced in the coming months.
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